I met with him recently and was awed by his wealth of knowledge on the subject M2F/F2M surgeries for
transsexuals. I had been wanting to find the go-to plastic surgeon in LA for this and I hit the jack pot. But it’s not
only this surgery that defines this pioneer. His is also on the cutting edge of all things breast for both male and
females, from gynecomastia (man boobs) to breast augmentation, breast/body lifts, and of course liposuction.

Dr. Dadvand works with some of the newest cosmetic procedures available to date; such as the Kybella
(injectable eliminates double chin), Voluma (creates instant structure in the face), as well as all the tried and
true fillers such as Botox, Juvederm, Restylane and more.
So as we discussed his surgery techniques, I asked him to please address my lips with some filler. Ya see, my lips
are challenging. They are wide and not very full. There is too much space between my nose and top lip. My top
lip is much thinner than my bottom.
And oh – I loathe a filler-look. I never want my lips to look unnatural. Full yes, but not ‘filler’ full.
I was floored by what happened over the next…I dunno, 45 mins? HE TOOK HIS TIME. And addressed my lips like
it was a serious operation. Slowly, meticulously and deeply studying he worked filler into my lips, paused,
studied, and continued. The approach was totally personal, with extreme attention to detail and laser focus.
And the result was nothing short of amazing. My lips look incredibly natural and simply more even and full.
Nothing crazy. No Bev Hills housewife duck lips.
Please forgive my Mac photo-booth photos that I am taking while sitting here sweating my brains out. Don’t
mind my weird face rash either. Paging the best dermatologist please!

Dr. Dadvand’s destination recovery VIP treatment for out-of-town patients is well-known and regarded as one of
the best. Patients that come from afar are offered luxury accommodations, medical assistance, room service
and more.

